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ABSTRACT
An aerial multiple camera tracking paradigm needs to not only spot unknown targets and track them, but also needs to
know how to handle target reacquisition as well as target handoff to other cameras in the operating theater. Here we
discuss such a system which is designed to spot unknown targets, track them, segment the useful features and then create
a signature fingerprint for the object so that it can be reacquired or handed off to another camera. The tracking system
spots unknown objects by subtracting background motion from observed motion allowing it to find targets in motion,
even if the camera platform itself is moving. The area of motion is then matched to segmented regions returned by the
EDISON mean shift segmentation tool. Whole segments which have common motion and which are contiguous to each
other are grouped into a master object. Once master objects are formed, we have a tight bound on which to extract
features for the purpose of forming a fingerprint. This is done using color and simple entropy features. These can be
placed into a myriad of different fingerprints. To keep data transmission and storage size low for camera handoff of
targets, we try several different simple techniques. These include Histogram, Spatiogram and Single Gaussian Model.
These are tested by simulating a very large number of target losses in six videos over an interval of 1000 frames each
from the DARPA VIVID video set. Since the fingerprints are very simple, they are not expected to be valid for long
periods of time. As such, we test the shelf life of fingerprints. This is how long a fingerprint is good for when stored
away between target appearances. Shelf life gives us a second metric of goodness and tells us if a fingerprint method
has better accuracy over longer periods. In videos which contain multiple vehicle occlusions and vehicles of highly
similar appearance we obtain a reacquisition rate for automobiles of over 80% using the simple single Gaussian model
compared with the null hypothesis of <20%. Additionally, the performance for fingerprints stays well above the null
hypothesis for as much as 800 frames. Thus, a simple and highly compact single Gaussian model is useful for target
reacquisition. Since the model is agnostic to view point and object size, it is expected to perform as well on a test of
target handoff. Since some of the performance degradation is due to problems with the initial target acquisition and
tracking, the simple Gaussian model may perform even better with an improved initial acquisition technique. Also, since
the model makes no assumption about the object to be tracked, it should be possible to use it to fingerprint a multitude of
objects, not just cars. Further accuracy may be obtained by creating manifolds of objects from multiple samples.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper covers a method for unsupervised target acquisition, fingerprinting, tracking, exit and reacquisition (AFTER).
Thus, we must do several things. First we must find a target of interest. This can be done in a very naïve manner using
motion as a cue. Alternatively, acquisition of targets can use prior feature information to actively seek out targets. This is
useful since targets are not always in motion. Thus, we can use motion as a cue in an unsupervised manner to find new
things to track. Once we have a fingerprint of the object, we can acquire it more directly. Since a target of interest such
as a car or person will move to enter the field of view, motion is a reliable method for initial acquisition of target
information in when unsupervised.
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Exit and reacquisition of targets is important for longer-term observation of them. Targets may exit a tracker for many
reasons including moving out of the field of view, moving behind occlusions or even transient technical problems with
the hardware itself. The longer a target has exited a tracker the more difficult it may be to reacquire a track since
lighting and other appearance factors are more likely to have changed. Thus, it is good to be able to quantify
performance of AFTER by checking performance over different intervals between exit and reacquisition.
1.1

General Considerations

In addition to exit and reacquisition with one camera, one may want to use multiple cameras to allow camera handoff
when a target moves out of the viewpoint of the tracking camera. When doing this in an unconstrained outdoor
environment, it is important to have a basic idea about the properties of the object one is tracking. This is for several
reasons. Firstly, the object may move out of the range of the camera which is tracking it. If another camera can then take
over the track, then a description of what it is looking for is helpful [1, 2]. The importance of the object description is
elevated when cameras are in motion, making it difficult to calibrate them spatially and degrading the ability to hand off
targets based on spatial location alone. That is, in a very dynamic environment, such as on a moving camera platform, it
can be very difficult to calibrate disparate viewpoints geometrically. So handoff of one tracked object to another may
have to be based strictly on appearance.
Another very common problem arises when objects being tracked are occluded. From an aerial surveillance standpoint,
this can be even worse since objects can duck behind dense vegetation such as trees or under highway overpasses.
Prediction of object flow [3] can be beneficial particularly since heavy objects such as cars have difficulty changing
trajectory quickly. However, banks of trees and large highway overpasses still create opportunity for heavy objects to
stop and even change direction. Thus, a trajectory based system alone for dealing with occlusion may be insufficient.
Another adverse situation is that an object may move completely outside of camera view. Even for seemingly omniscient
aerial platform camera systems, situations like this may arise. For instance, if two objects are being tracked at the same
time and they move in opposite directions, the field of view may be insufficient to track both. Also, turbulence can bump
the camera causing objects to move outside of the view momentarily. In these cases, it can help to have a fingerprint [4]
of an object so that if an object comes back into view, we can make a judgment about it being the same object.
1.2

What is Fingerprinting?

Fingerprinting is the idea of getting a lightweight description of an object so that it can be tracked after occlusion or so
that tracking can be handed off automatically to other cameras. By lightweight we mean that both spatial and temporal
complexity should be minimized. This allows fingerprints to be computed online and transmitted to other cameras
without significant delay. This also may disallow the usage of some algorithms for object identification which may take
too long to compute a fingerprint.
An item of note is that the simplicity of a fingerprint may give it a short shelf life. It may lack the power to tell some
similar objects apart since it is not a true object identifier. Additionally, even though we are attempting to make our
fingerprints robust to different lighting and viewpoints, this is difficult to always do and we expect that fingerprint
performance will degrade given such variations. Thus, one thing we would like to know for the sake of practicality is
how long is the expected shelf life of our fingerprints. Shelf life is the time that has elapsed between exit and
reacquisition of a target. In essence, it is how long the fingerprint has sat on the shelf. Fingerprint methods with a longer
shelf life are probably more useful in general (complexity issues aside). Additionally, by knowing the approximate shelf
life of a fingerprint, a tracking network can form beliefs about the likelihood of matching an object back using a
fingerprint given the age of the fingerprint. If fingerprint type A has a better immediate reacquisition and fingerprint type
B has a better longer-term reacquisition, then we may gain benefit by storing other types of fingerprint and using one or
the other depending on the amount of time that has elapsed.
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Figure 1. For completely unssupervised new target acquisitiion, this is a diaagram for the system
s
for creatting master objeects over
m motion inform
mation. For simpplicity, this diagrram does not include how priorr information is included
multiple image segments from
when available. That is introd
duced into the “L
Link Moving Seegments” box byy requiring that linked segmentss not only have common
motion, but match to the samee fingerprint.

1.3

Spottiing, Tracking and Segmentation

The initial component of our
o solution iss a program which
w
spots andd tracks objects (illustrated in figure 1). We
W have
chosen a metthod which ideeally is agnosttic to the type of object beingg tracked. It sttarts by determ
mining areas off interest
which are plaaces where loccal motion difffers from globaal motion. This is done simpply by using OppenCV [5] to compute
local and gloobal motion and
a then subtraacting the globbal motion froom local motion maps. Thee result is a soomewhat
imprecise maap of parts of a video that are
a moving diffferently than the
t rest. For thhe task of spootting targets, it
i can be
thought of as
a a general-p
purpose motioon saliency maap. Objects, which are inn motion, shouuld be interessting for
unsupervisedd target acquisition. Howeveer, motion shouuld not be the only factor foor acquisition since
s
targets may
m stop
moving.
Each video frame is segm
mented using thhe open sourcce Mean Shift Kernel Densiity [6] estimattor EDISON [7].
[
This
segmenter giives good precision for piecees of the imagees with feature consistency. However,
H
de-faacto contiguouss objects
such as cars and people aree conglomeratiions of areas with
w different feature
f
statisticcs. For instancee, a car’s winddows and
interior whicch show up in video tend to have differentt color than thhe exterior painnt. Additionallyy, bumpers, ligghts and
grills have different
d
color and feature prresentation from
m the painted body. As suchh, it is not uneexpected that EDISON
E
creates multiiple segmentattions per objecct. To overcom
me this, segmennts from EDIS
SON with a common motionn that are
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Figure 2. On the left is an input frame. On the right side is a result of acquisition, fingerprinting and tracking. The color corresponds
on the right to the object ID as determined by the tracker. The shape of the segmentation corresponds to the object. In an
unsupervised manner, targets are acquired and fingerprinted. Since what we are searching to track is unknown, we look for continuity
as a good cue for what is a trackable target. Thus, on the right, we can see a rating of the track of each object. A high rating from the
Kullback-Leibler distance between object models in different frames is suggestive of a good object to track. The same method can
also be used to detect a loss of track when a good model fit cannot be made in a following frame.

connected can be sewn together into a single master object. This creates a tight boundary on a tracked object suitable for
super resolution enhancement or in our case for clean feature extraction. Once an initial acquisition has been made in
this way, segments can also be merged based on their match to a common fingerprint. Thus, we can improve
segmentation in successive frames using prior information gleaned from fingerprints of newly acquired objects.
Consistency of tracked objects is checked between frames to be sure that an object that is being tracked is a true singular
object and not a per frame anomaly. This is done by extracting the features from segmented objects and fitting them with
a generalized linear model (GLM) [8], in this case an D dimensional Gaussian (D = 4 for GLM and 6 for SGLM) with
full covariance. Computing the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [9] between a GLM fit object at frame t and at t +1
gives us the mutual information [10] and thus, the similarity between the objects sampled between two consecutive
frames. As such, a solid track of an object over several frames will tend to yield a low KL distance since the object in
each successive frame should be very similar to the way it was in the last frame. This does assume that the object is not
moving extremely fast. Qualitatively, this appears to work well in weeding out anomalous tracks. Figure 2 shows an
example of in input frame of video and the output from the tracker with the KL fitness for track.

1.4

Fingerprinting Considerations

A fingerprint can be generated in a variety of different ways. For instance, fingerprints can be parametric or nonparametric. Thus, one can fit features from an object using a histogram approach or a generalized linear model. We can
also use a spatially aware or agnostic approach. In a spatially agnostic approach, one might simply use a bag of features
and forget about which part of an object those features came from. Alternatively, in a spatially aware paradigm, we can
attempt to find alignment in the object so that we can fit features to specific locations.
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The advantage of a parametric approach is that it tends to be more compact, but its performance is dependent on whether
the data in fact fits the specific model shape. A histogram like approach on the other hand is less particular about the
model shape, and can for instance fit multi-modal data more effortlessly.
For spatial awareness, we have the advantage of not muddling features [11]. For instance, windows on a vehicle can be
modeled separately from the painted body. In a spatially agnostic model, different parts of an object will tend to be
melded and averaged with other parts. However, a spatially agnostic model is probably more resilient to rotation and
translation of the object being tracked since it does not require any registration or alignment with a spatially contextual
model.
1.5

Segmenting and Extracting Fingerprints

A key to our approach is obtaining clean data for the foreground target. We describe the motion based unsupervised
method in detail in [12], but we review it here in brief. Using EDISON, we segment an input video frame. This produces
a large number of segmented regions in a given frame. We then run motion detection on the frame. The segments from
EDISON are labeled and merged into master objects if they are touching and have a common motion. This produces a
larger segmented region which tends to encompass an entire object rather than just its parts. The pixels in the master
object can be fit with a fingerprint. This is done by filtering the frame for features such as color, and only processing the
pixels inside a master object. The convenience is that we exclude background pixels when fitting an object. Another
advantage to segmentation explained later is that we have a nice map of discrete regions. When we have fingerprints and
want to form segmented objects from them, we only have to try to match together the short list of segments into
fingerprint matching objects. By using fingerprints to form master objects, we can use prior information about objects to
either bias the construction of master objects or create master objects from segments which are not moving.
1.6

Fingerprinting Methods Tested

Within our AFTER solution, we tried several types of fingerprints. Here we describe four types. These are:
non-parametric/spatially aware – spatiogram [11]
non-parametric/spatially agnostic – histogram
parametric/spatially aware – spatial GLM
parametric/spatially agnostic – feature only GLM
All four methods start with the same spatially agnostic feature sets, in this case the chroma components of L*a*b color
[13] and spatial entropy (entropyfilt function in Matlab [14]) of the a and b component ae and be taken from a dyadic
5x5, 9x9 and 17x17 sized blocks which are summed into a single entropy map. This gives us the feature vector for each
pixel in an object as {a,b,ae,be} for all spatially agnostic methods. Note that the luminance data L is discarded.
The spatially aware methods use the location u and v as features. These are the k and l (i.e. horizontal and vertical)
image pixel positions offset from their position in a window fit tight around the mask over the tracked object. Given
tracked object o with pixels i s.t. (i ∈ o).
uo,i =

ko,i − min (k o )

max (k o )− min (k o )

⋅C

(1)

Here C is a constant scaling term. The same transformation method is used for l to v. min and max are the lowest
boundary and upper boundary of the bounding box fit to the object mask. This forces 0 < u < C. This gives us the
feature vector at each pixel in an object as {a,b,ae,be,u,v} for all spatially aware methods.
Both the spatial GLM (SGLM) and non-spatial GLM use an D dimensional Gaussian with full covariance. The general
form of the equation for the method used is given as:
f (x; μ, Σ ) =

1

(2π )N /2 det (Σ )1/2

T
⎡ 1
⎤
exp ⎢ − (x − μ ) Σ −1 (x − μ )⎥
⎣ 2
⎦

(2)

Thus, we fit the feature vectors sampled at each object with a Gaussian. This is a relatively compact description
requiring either 14 floating point numbers (GLM) or 27 (SGLM) to be stored. Since we have a tight segmentation of the
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Figure 3. The left image is the segmentation of the right frame using prior object fingerprints the tracker has acquired in previous
frames. The colors on the left show the object label as a result of the segmentation.

object along with consistency checking for tracks, sampling is well constrained. Since we have a linear model, we could
use principle component analysis to further reduce size if needed. Here we tend to have few pixels per object (typically i
< 2000) so time complexity issues are kept in check.
Similarity between two GLM fingerprints is computed as the KL divergence between the fingerprint at time t and t+n.
This is given in general form as:
⎤
1 ⎡ ⎛ det (Σ1 )⎞
T
KL ⎡⎣ f (x; μ 0 , Σ 0 ) f (x; μ1 , Σ1 )⎤⎦ = − ⎢ ln ⎜
+ tr Σ1−1 Σ 0 + (μ1 − μ 0 ) Σ1−1 (μ1 − μ 0 )− D ⎥
⎟
2 ⎢⎣ ⎝ det (Σ 0 )⎠
⎥⎦

(

)

(3)

Here D is the number of dimensions for the Gaussian model. Note that the KL divergence is asymmetric:
KL ⎡⎣ f (x; μ 0 , Σ 0 ) f (x; μ1 , Σ1 )⎤⎦ ≠ KL ⎡⎣ f (x; μ1 , Σ1 ) f (x; μ 0 , Σ 0 )⎤⎦

(4)

So it may be necessary to make it symmetric by averaging the two distances as:
KL ⎡⎣ f (x; μ 0 , Σ 0 ) f (x; μ1 , Σ1 )⎤⎦ + KL ⎡⎣ f (x; μ1 , Σ1 ) f (x; μ 0 , Σ 0 )⎤⎦
2

(5)

For spatiogram and histogram fitting we use the same software source as [11]. For the input images, we are using the
feature vectors we defined. This creates a 4D image input with {a,b,ae,be} image channels. Given the small number of
pixels per object, finding the right number of bins is tricky. With a width of 4 bins per channel and 4 feature channels,
this creates 44 bins or 256 bins. A larger bin width will probably create a representation far too sparse to be useful. A bin
width too small will be insensitive to feature differences.
Histogram similarity is computed from the Bhattacharyya distance [15] with n pixels in each given bin as:
bins

h0 (b )h1 (b )

b=1

⎡ ∑ h0 ( j )⎤ ⎡ ∑ bins h1 ( j )⎤
⎣ j=1
⎦ ⎣ j=1
⎦

ρ (h0 , h1 ) = ∑

bins

(6)

The spatiogram is a variant that weights the sum of the histogram with a Gaussian Mahalanobis distance [16] ψb for the
average spatial location for a bin:
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bins

h0 (b )h1 (b )

b=1

⎡ ∑ h0 ( j )⎤ ⎡ ∑ bins h1 ( j )⎤
⎣ j=1
⎦ ⎣ j=1
⎦

ρ (h0 , h1 ) = ∑ψ b

1.7

bins

(7)

Reusing Prior Data for Acquired Targets

After a target has been acquired and tracked, its fingerprint can be used to bias future segmentation and object formation.
We do this by using prior fingerprints for tracked objects to determine if segments belong to the same object. When we
form master objects, two segments can only be merged if they correspond closely to the same prior fingerprint. To do
this we apply a rule, two segments are merged if and only if, the features in the segment match closest to the same
fingerprint. The results of applying this rule to the creation of master objects from segments can be seen in figure 3.

2. METHODS
2.1

Testing Protocol

The testing protocol is designed primarily to discover the goodness of the fingerprinting method. This is measured by the
shelf life of the fingerprint for the vehicle. For instance, we should expect a fingerprint to match well between the same
object if only a few frames have passed. Additionally, we accept that error rate for matching may be high after a long
enough interval. Again, the idea here is that we want to be able to either hand off targets to other cameras, or we would
like to be able to re-acquire a track after an exit event which obscures visibility from the camera. Our interest is not in
determining if a target is the same one we spotted two days earlier.
Testing is done on six aerial movies that are part of the DARPA VIVID overhead imagery dataset [17] (see figure 6 for
examples). The VIVID dataset is comprised of various aerial video sequences of moving targets. In this case, we are
using controlled sequences of vehicles driving around on an airport runway. Each vehicle is labeled and annotated in
each sequences for use in fingerprint testing.
The fingerprints are then tested by trying to backwards match an object in one frame with itself in a previous frame. The
object which overlaps the best (by number of pixels, i.e. area) with an annotated object is tagged as being that object.
This allows us to determine if we are matching fingerprint A with object B. If the fingerprint is good, then its closest
match in a past frame should also be tagged to the same annotated object. Thus, we match a fingerprint in one frame
with its best match in a past frame and see if they are tagged to the same object.
The type of match computed depends on the type of fingerprint used, but is in general taken as the fingerprint with the
closest statistical match. For instance, in the case of the GLM, a fingerprint is matched backwards to another fingerprint
in a past frame which has the shortest KL distance from it.
We constrain the comparison a little by only considering consistently tracked objects. This is the process mentioned at
the end of section 1.3 that prevents large numbers of spurious tracks from being considered. However, pruning by
consistency checking is kept conservative to prevent false negatives in object tracking. Thus, we tend to have a much
larger set of fingerprints in any given frame to work with than annotated objects.
Matching is done between frames at intervals of 25, 50, 100, 200, 400 and 800 frames for objects present in both frames.
This gives a shelf life indication from approximately 1 to 27 seconds at a frame rate of 30 fps. In that time, vehicles are
driving and turning and generally moving around. The camera itself is also moving along on an aerial mount. For each
interval, an error is computed as the number of incorrect matches given the total number of possible matches. To keep
sample numbers consistent and to try to keep interval results as close to parity as possible, any frame that is backwards
matched to one interval must be backwards matchable by any interval. So if we have a sequence that is 1000 frames,
only the first 200 frames in the video are backwards matched since any frames that come after cannot be matched back
by the 800 frame interval condition. This means that no matter what the interval condition, we always have the same set
of frames to match back to. In other words, in order to keep sampling consistent between all shelf life interval
conditions, the set of frames we match backwards to are the same for all shelf life interval conditions. However, the
frames we match back from change per condition.
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Figure 4. These are qualitative results from reacquisition. The top row in each of the four cells shows the ground truth target in a
frame. The bottom rows show what targets were matched to it from prior frames. A red boarder shows an error in matching,
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Figure 5. Testing with the full model, we get over 80% accuracy for AFTER using linear models GLM and SGLM. However, when a
very long interval is allowed to pass between exit and reacquisition, AFTER performance drops to as low as 40%. Histogram based
fingerprinting yields better results in this instance.

Testing was conducted on 6 video sequences which are approximately 1000 frames in length. To make testing between
videos consistent, only the first 1000 frames are considered in any video. Each video has several vehicles of different
types. No objects occluded the vehicles. However, vehicles may occlude each other.
A baseline random null hypothesis was generated for comparison as the results one would get by randomly guessing the
best matching fingerprints between frames. To make this uniform, the random guessing protocol was run 10,000 times
and averaged. This yields the expected performance by guessing at random.

3. RESULTS
3.1

AFTER Qualitative Results

We describe the qualitative results since they are intuitive and give one a good feel for the methodology that is used in
compiling the quantitative results. Qualitative examples are shown in figure 4. These show that we can match from exit
to reacquisition for many types of vehicles. We can even see some robustness to changes in orientation for the target.
Vehicles which get confused, understandably look similar in many cases. If vehicles are co-occluding each other when
we attempt to extract the initial fingerprint, then it frequently merges the two into one fingerprint and takes the
appearance of one but not the other.
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Figure 6. The top figure shows the results per video. This is the same measure seen in figure 5. The results are shown for the GLM
style fingerprint only. Examples of each video can be seen in the bottom figure. Most of the error for AFTER comes from videos
V3V100004-009 and V3V100012-013.

3.2

AFTER Quantitative Results

The results for the four fingerprint types as well as many others are quite similar. Spatiogram never yields a better result
than the other methods, so its results are not show. Figure 5 shows a comparison of different fingerprinting methods
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Figure 7. These results are similar to figure 5, but we have removed the penalty for failing to acquire a target. This gives a more direct
measure of the goodness of a fingerprint for reacquisition alone. Here we have added another type of fingerprint called Man-GLM
which is a manifold accumulation of fingerprints over several frames.

results across the six video clips used. For the full AFTER program we have acquire, fingerprint, track exit then
successfully reacquire over 80% of the targets for short shelf life intervals and using linear model fingerprints. At
random, we can expect to get around 19% correct over most intervals. After a long interval of 800 frames, we still do
much better than at random, but our rate falls to at best 50%.
In general, the linear models tend to do better in the shorter shelf life intervals, but histogram does best in the long term.
This trend pops up across videos as well as within video results and with different parameters. Thus, GLM seems to give
better short-term results, but histogram seems to give better long-term results.
Most of the error in our results comes from two of the six videos as can be seen in figure 6. For half of the videos, we
obtain successful AFTER results for over 90% of targets with a shelf life up to 200 frames. Qualitatively, it appears that
much of the error in the two problem videos comes from co-occlusion of targets at the time of unsupervised fingerprint
extraction.
3.3

Fingerprint Quantitative Results

In addition the testing the full AFTER model, we wanted to know how good a fingerprint match we can expect with
optimal acquisition and tracking. To do this, we leave out a penalty for missing target acquisition and only count error
for mismatching of acquired targets. Thus the error is the mismatch reacquisition for targets which have been acquired.
This gives a better idea of how good the fingerprinting does on its own. Additionally we add a simple manifold
fingerprint which has an accumulation of fingerprints over several frames. As seen in figure 7, optimal acquisition boosts
performance by 5 to 10 percentage points. So even with successful target acquisition, we still expect as much as 13%
error for reacquisition.
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4. DISCUSSION

4.1

AFTER Thoughts

The solution presented successfully acquires targets in an unsupervised manner, fingerprints the targets, tracks them, can
lose track and exit and then reacquire the track with a better than 80% success rate over many targets, videos and tested
loss of tracks. There are many good tracking systems available now. However, we differ in a few aspects. A major
difference is that we have unsupervised target acquisition. Many excellent contemporary solutions with support for
target reacquisition require at least partial [18] or complete [3] supervision for target selection. Our solution does not
require any human intervention and can match fingerprints successfully from just one frame of training. We believe we
can achieve quick single frame training since we have segmented objects. Thus, each sample contains a low amount of
background noise pixels which would take many learning instances to train out.
4.2

Fingerprints are Lightweight

The fingerprints we used are fairly lightweight. This is helpful when sending a camera handoff to another camera in a
remote viewpoint. A smaller fingerprint means a smaller message. The GLM fingerprint for instance is comprised of 14
floating-point numbers in an array. This means that each GLM fingerprint is 142 bytes in size. The histogram fingerprint
is a bit larger with 256 floating-point numbers in a 4x4x4x4 array. Computation of both types of fingerprints is kept
down by the small sample of pixels which is reduced by segmentation. However, it should be noted that there is a
space/time trade off since the histogram fingerprint can be computed an order of magnitude faster than the GLM
fingerprint. Thus, there is no complete winner between the two and it all depends on project requirements as to which is
the better candidate in terms of complexity.
4.3

Pretty Good Reacquisition Rate

The reacquisition rate is pretty good (> 80%) given the lightweight nature of the fingerprints used as well as the fact that
target acquisition is unsupervised. However, as the shelf life results illustrate, we trade off longer-term reacquisition for
having a lightweight fingerprint. We are currently exploring this issue by improving results by mapping fingerprints into
a manifold based approach [19]. We expect this to help since we can map different viewpoints and lighting condition for
a fingerprint into a single space. This will increase the weight of the fingerprints, but again there are seldom gains
without costs.
4.4

Explaining the Differences Between GLM and Histogram

One thing that is noticeable from the results is that GLM and SGLM have slightly better reacquisition rates in the shorter
term than histogram fingerprints. However, histogram has slightly better reacquisition rates over very long intervals.
This may be due to a few factors. First, GLM and SGLM are unimodal. This means that certain statistics will tend to
dominate. It may be that dominant statistics are better in the near term, but that other factors are whitewashed which
provided better cues to matching over longer intervals. That is, this may be a matter of statistical bias. Thus, linear
dominant statistics may provide better near term matching, but are too slanted in the long run. With regard to tracking
and target reacquisition, this may suggest that a combination of the two could be efficacious. Linear models would thus
be used for very short-term losses of track, but non-linear histogram models should be used in the longer-term loss of
track.
4.5

Generalization to Other Types of Video Clips

While we tested on a variety of targets, the video clips we used are somewhat limited in some types of variety. First,
these are all aerial clips. Ground based videos can suffer from a far greater number of occlusions, so it can be difficult to
generalize our results to ground level videos. The videos also do not contain a large number of occlusions. However, our
solution tests for loss of track and we simulated a large number of exit situations, which would represent occlusion such
as bridge over passes. Thus, we believe our solution should be robust to aerial occlusions.
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4.6

Statistical Rigor

In this work, we have vigorously tested our solution for several videos, many different objects and a very large number
of simulated loss of track exits. It is very common in the literature to describe a solution with a small number of
exemplars and mainly qualitative results [3, 11] or limited quantitative results such as how long the tracker follows a
target in a small video subset [18, 20]. The literature is so incredibly crowded with solutions [21] that the only way
progress will be made is if solutions are published in a way that shows a thorough analysis. Otherwise, research
institutions have to spend a lot of time trying out the myriad of the solutions presented to figure out which ones in fact do
work. An honest presentation of results will help reduce the amount of work needed to be performed by peers. As
scientists learned early in the 20th century, any given discipline is loaded with good ideas. What is important is rigorous
and sometimes monotonous testing of those ideas.
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